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How it works 
Learn how Opera Amusement helps you to improve your preventive 
maintenance in 5 simple steps: 

1 – PLAN the activities that have to be done for each amusement ride 
2 – ASSIGN the activities to a team or to an operator 
3 – EXECUTE planned activities following checklists and procedures 
4 – VERIFY in real time the progress of the works 
5 – REPORT automatically to the Logbook in compliance with EN 

Opera Amusement helps you to manage also business assets as indoor 
parks, water parks, zoos, restaurants and shops. 
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Opera 
Release 5.0 

GET YOUR RELEASE 
5.0 WITH OFF-LINE 

VERSION

AL-HOKAIR GROUP 
SAUDI ARABIA 

MORE THAN 120 RIDES 

GLOBAL VILLAGE     
AL HOTAIM LEISURE 
MORE THAN 50 RIDES

FANTASY ISLAND - 
MELLORS GROUP 

MORE THAN 30 RIDES

Opera Amusement 
allows to keep 

under control your 
ride maintenance 

and  print 
automatic (device) 

log book

OPERA AMUSEMENT
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Benefits 
Thanks to these features you will simplify the way you create 
your activity with your team. Finally all information of your 
amusement rides (and other business assets) are always 
available to all persons of your team. Managers can review on-
line performances and details of each activity wherever they 
are in a very simple way. Thanks to Opera Amusement you 
integrate maintenance activity in a defined process transparent 
and understandable for directors. 

PAPERLESS WORK: Optimize your work by reducing 
useless papers. Thanks to Opera Amusement  all information 
are permanently recorded in the system and you can share 
with others without printing it. 

LOGBOOK ALWAYS UPDATED: Get an automatic 
updated logbook in PDF in compliance with EN-13814 
standard, completed with all notes and photos made by your 
technicians, including the name of the person in charge, date 
and time. 

WHO MADE IT AND WHEN: All users are identified by 
their user name and password, so you know who made any 
activity and when he made it. All photos added to tasks are 
completed with user name, date, time and GPS position. 

Start is easy 
FREE Trial of OPERA AMUSEMENT in Google Play 
store. Download and contact us to get your user name. 

PROFESSIONAL & BUSINESS: This package is based on 
number of users with unlimited number of amusement rides 
(or other business assets).  

ENTERPRISE: This package is dedicated to large 
amusement parks that need to use all features of Opera 
Amusement or need we develop solutions to special problems. 
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Start to use 
OPERA with 
Professional 

package

Contact us ! 
Opera Amusement is a 
software operated by 
Remorides Srl (Italy) 

www.remorides.com 

Headquarter - Remorides Srl 
(Italy) at: sales@remorides.com 

European Agent - Fabbri Rides 
(Italy) at info@fabbrirides.com

Storage 
data in 
cloud

Upgrade to 
Enterprise 
when you 

like

http://www.remorides.com
mailto:sales@remorides.com
mailto:info@fabbrirides.com
http://www.remorides.com
mailto:sales@remorides.com
mailto:info@fabbrirides.com
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Main Features 
Key points of Opera Amusement is a unique software networked with mobile devices and with a 
desktop page available through a normal web browser. Some of the features and options will be 
available depends on the package you will selected. 
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ACTIVITIES: Plan, assign and execute any 
checklist thanks to the maintenance 
management system. All activities are tracked 
and stored in a cloud database. Your team will 
always know what to do and when to do, and 
managers will always know what his team has 
done. 

DOCUMENTS: Load in the system and view 
from your mobile device any kind of file like 
documents, photos, video clips, audio memo, text 
and DWG drawing. Your technicians will have 
all necessary information always available with 
them, like amusement ride operational 
instruction manuals, attachments and memos 
about solution of previous problems solved. 

SPARE PARTS: Spare parts of your 
amusement rides can be loaded in the system 
and available to your technicians on their mobile 
devices. It will be easier to identify the right part 
to be ordered in a common list. For advanced 
organization Opera Amusement System can be 
connected to your administrative software (with 
specific interface API) and help you to manage 
stock in real time. 

MESSAGES: Opera Amusement supports a 
private messages system that allows 
communication between users with immediate 
notification (push notification). In addition to 
this, a special forum chat is available, that helps 
to share all opinions of your team by different 
subjects, or to create a new subject when 
necessary. Your team will learn and share 
experience between each other in an easy way. 

STATUS: Thanks to advanced tools developed 
by Opera Amusement - Remorides, any switch 
or sensor of your amusement ride can be 
connected in real time with the system and 
monitored on the mobile device or on your 
computer’s desktop. It will be easy to view 
activities and  if any equipment or component is 
stopped or running, ON or OFF, to detect alarms 
or to simply check the number of passengers 
managed in the day. These tools will help you to 
manage an advanced preventive maintenance or 
to manage a predictive maintenance. 

WORK OFF-LINE: To help you to use Opera 
Amusement even when you are out of range 
from any wireless connections. Our advanced 
Off-Line system allows you to download in the 
mobile device any documents or information 
that you need for your activity and to 
synchronize all data when you’re back in office.  
Your technicians will experience no discontinuity 
in their works.
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Services / Other 
Opera Amusement has different options to provide specific services to customers. We 
continuously upgrade our software to improve experience of our customers. 
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IN CLOUD: Your data will be stored in a safe 
Cloud and always available for you thanks to 
internet connection. Our team will take care of 
the centralized storage thanks to the advanced 
technology and updated software. For special 
projects Opera Amusement can be also 
installed in a private local server, where 
customer dedicated IT person can take care of 
any software update and storage. 

DATA ENTRY: If you have many documents 
related to your amusement rides and you need 
help to upload all of them in the system, we 
can help you. We need to get all these 
documents and your checklists in files and we 
will take care to upload them in Opera 
Amusement. Thanks to this service we help 
you to get Opera with turnkey. 

SIGN WITH YOUR FINGER: Let your 
team sign to approve his activity or task 
executed. Our system allows users to simply 
sign on the mobile screen by using his finger. 

CREATE A TICKET: If you have a new 
specific work that has to be done, just open a 
new “Ticket” of the task on your mobile device 
(or by the desktop page) and review it once it 
will be solved. 

APPROVAL / REVISION: If you have many 
attractions or assets, or you have more that 
one amusement park to manage, the Approval 
/ Revision management can help you. You will 
determinate which managers has to review 
and approve any of the scheduled activities, in 
this way you are sure that designated persons 
are informed and thus responsible. 

MULTIPLE LOCATIONS: If your 
company has different amusement parks to 
manage, you need a special tool that allows 
you to get a specific overlook of each 
amusement park and a global overlook of all 
of them. 

OPENING CALENDAR: If your 
amusement park has a seasonal (or part time 
in a week) operation then you can schedule 
some or all of your checklist only in that 
dates. 

DASHBOARD: Summarize key points of 
activities on a clear dashboard, updated in 
real time. 

ASSET MONITOR: Opera Amusement 
continuously update special tools that allows 
you to connect your amusement rides (or any 
of your equipment or assets) to the system. 
Modbus, Remobox and PLC Telemetry are 
the perfect solutions for any of your needs. 
Now you can plan advanced maintenance 
and get advanced feed back for your 
amusement ride to ensure that they will be 
always in operation at the right moment. 

TRAINING: Your time is important for us 
and we can plan a complete turnkey solution 
for our customers. When your data is loaded 
in the system we are ready to support you in 
the start-up with proper training on site. 
After delivery we continue to support and 
help you to solve any specific issue and 
design any special optional that you may 
need.


